WIPING OUT THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

I sent this e-mail to Lou Dobbs last night, and I do not know if he will put it on his program on Thursday July 28, 2005 at 8:00 p.m. in California. It said:

If CAFTA is passed, it will end our independence. If it does pass, it must be declared “unconstitutional”! Those (so-called) “representatives” in Congress have no power to wipe out our Declaration of Independence. George Bush is selling out the United States!

On July 27, 2005, our representatives voted and passed CAFTA 217 to 215. We are done for as a sovereign independent nation! Next, they could be voting on FTAA as soon as next week. That will then put the whole hemisphere under global government, including all of the South American nations. Then every nation in North and South America will have been signed away to the communist control of the United Nations.

Are you willing to give up these essential policies in the Declaration of Independence:

....all men are created equal....
....that they are endowed with certain unalienable rights....
....that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed....

Previous presidents have already (unlawfully) used “executive orders” to arrange for the elimination of our 50 states. When the states are eliminated, the Constitution falls into complete dysfunction. Since the “Bill of Rights” is classed as the first amendment to the Constitution, it, too, will be denied as operational. Are you ready to lose all your rights in the “Bill of Rights”?

Americans! Wake up to what is happening to you! These acts by our so-called “representatives” and so-called “presidents” are unauthorized and unconstitutional! There is no consent of the governed!

Protest!! Stand up for your rights and your heritage!!